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Floor, Acme

Homonyl, Poonam Nagar, Off. JV Link

Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 093.
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li: uo - MH Asset, W^^( olc

oNGC, WOU,
NBP Green Heights, BKC,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai : 400 051.

Subject : Complaint regardlng poor working of HVAC systems on
ICW living quasters at level ..One and Threer'.
Respected Sir,

This has reference to the complain letter received from crew of ICp
regarding poor working of HVAC system on ICW living quarters at
level one and three, I am more than assured that your authority
is
fully aware that this complain has not poped up for the first time,
neither this comprain lives only in Icp, it is like an epidemic spread
almost on ail platforms, and we have been receiving comprains about
HVAC for over a decade. please find enclosed the copy of recent
complain from ICp for your perusal.
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" t rnjs complaint of HVAC has an uncanny consistancy, persisting
over
O:"id:, we do not claim it was never heard and nothing was done,

i
the job done is always patch work, like the roads during rainy
season
t"

city. what can be the consequence due to inadequate air
T{
conditioning on platform

crew, realy does not needs elaboration to
your authority, yet we are surfacing the ground level facts,
keeping in
view the aging instalrations and its demands in various
activities
towards minimizing down time and maintaining production
revels, it
completely drains out every individual mentally and physicaly,
and
the prevailing conditions results rack of proper sleep, which
can not
only affect productivity of the team or the platfonn, can arso
lead to
fatal accident.
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The requirement has been raised by concern HVAC department
since
2OO3/2OO4 for complete revamping of HAVC system in
ICp complex,

unfortunately ICW living quarters is partially left out. Initiating
the
file to replace the AHU at ICW seems to be the onry solution- and
should be carried out on war footing. you need to accept
every
tolarance level has saturation, I am sure your authority will
appriciate that even when the complain continues over an decade
we
have displayed extreme patience, having faith in you, other Asset
Managers including Director (Offshore).

Your esteemed authority is requested to rook into the matter and
concern authorities may please be given direction to initiate the fite
for procurement of new AHU on ICW to dilute dissatisfaction /
discontentment among the workers before unrest spreads. Reasons
of, Technical ald administrative delays cannot support itserf any

more.

g you,

(Pradeep Mayekarf
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Gr. Heights, BKC, Bandra (E), Mum : 51.
Surface Manager, MH Asset, Gr. Hts, BKC, Bandra (E), Mum : 51.
C,i -p.Area Manager, MH Asset, Gr. Heights, BKC, Bandra (E), Mum : 51.
{ut h
4. cM - HSE, ONGC-WOU, Gr. Heights, BKC, Bandra (E), Mum : 51.
5. DGM I/c HR-ER, MH Asset, Gr. Hts, BKC, Bandra (E), Mum :51.
DGM I/c IR, ONGC-WOU, Gr. Hts, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai : 51.
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